School-to-Work (S2W) Transition Programme

WHAT IS THE S2W TRANSITION PROGRAMME?

A programme which aims to bridge students’ transition from Special Education (SPED) schools to the work place.

WHO IS THIS PROGRAMME FOR?
The programme is open to graduating students in SPED schools.

WHAT ARE THE JOB TRAINING PATHWAYS?

Supported Employment
Graduate is hired by an employer and supported by a job coach. Job scope and tasks may be modified to suit the abilities of the graduate.

Internships
Graduate participates in a group internship in an organisation for up to a year, after which graduate may be hired by the employer or another employer.

Further Training
Graduate undergoes training based on his or her suitability and interests. After which, graduate may be considered for employment.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

From Interns
“Happy that I have money in the bank”

From Parents / Caregivers
“Learning new skills in his work and learning how to interact with people”

From Employers
“Benefit from organisation through exposing our staff to the needs and raising awareness of social responsibility”

HOW DOES THIS PROGRAMME WORK?

Schools work with families to identify and prepare students for the programme

Students are referred to SG Enable in their final year

SG Enable works with families to match students to suitable job training options based on students’ interests, preferences and strengths

Programme starts in the final school year

Students receive on-site job training from job coaches for up to one year after graduation leading to employment

SG Enable works with families to match students to suitable job training options based on students’ interests, preferences and strengths

FURTHER TRAINING
Graduate undergoes training based on his or her suitability and interests. After which, graduate may be considered for employment.

MAIL
Graduate participates in a group internship in an organisation for up to a year, after which graduate may be hired by the employer or another employer.

INTERNSHIPS
Graduate participates in a group internship in an organisation for up to a year, after which graduate may be hired by the employer or another employer.

SUPPORTED EMPLOYMENT
Graduate is hired by an employer and supported by a job coach. Job scope and tasks may be modified to suit the abilities of the graduate.
Hi, I'm Mike. I'm 13 years old and currently studying in a SPED school. I have dreams and aspirations.

Mike explores his dreams and aspirations.

Transition Planning begins early from age 13 - 14 years old.

Mike is matched to a suitable post-school job training pathway by SG Enable, based on his interests, preferences and strengths.

Mike undergoes job training on one of the S2W job training pathways.

Mike is ready to embark on his post-school job training.

Mike completes the S2W Transition Programme one year after graduating from school, and will continue to be supported by SG Enable.

Mike is hired and continues to be supported by a job coach as needed.

I am now employed in a restaurant. My colleagues value my contributions. They are also my friends at work.

Mike acquires relevant work skills and habits through authentic work experience with support from a school-based job coach.

Mike is hired and continues to be supported by a job coach as needed.
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Notes:

Mike explores his dreams and aspirations.

An Individual Transition Plan is developed for Mike.

Mike and his family discuss these aspirations with his school.

Transition Planning begins early from age 13 - 14 years old.

Mike is matched to a suitable post-school job training pathway by SG Enable, based on his interests, preferences and strengths.

Mike undergoes job training on one of the S2W job training pathways.

Mike is ready to embark on his post-school job training.

Mike completes the S2W Transition Programme one year after graduating from school, and will continue to be supported by SG Enable.

Mike is hired and continues to be supported by a job coach as needed.

I am now employed in a restaurant. My colleagues value my contributions. They are also my friends at work.

Mike acquires relevant work skills and habits through authentic work experience with support from a school-based job coach.